ZOO SAFARI PARK:
CARAVAN SAFARI
Get up close and personal with giraffes,
rhinos and zebras on this truly memorable
adventure riding with expert guides in
flatbed trucks around the San Diego plains.

ELECTRIC BIKE TOUR
Explore La Jolla by electric bike for this
exciting tour that shows your guests the
highlights of the area, ranging from La Jolla
Cove to the hilltop of Mt. Soledad.

INTERACTIVE COOKING
DEMONSTRATION

THE BIRCH AQUARIUM
AT SCRIPPS

Surprise your guests with a special cooking
demonstration with The Lodge’s Executive
Chef Jeff Jackson, followed by a threecourse brunch served with mimosas.

Visit the impressive Scripps Oceanography
aquarium with more than 60 habitats of fish and
invertebrates from the cold waters of the Pacific
Northwest to the tropical waters of Mexico.

SURF AND SUP

VIP ZOO VENTURE

With ideal year-round weather, experience
Southern California like the locals with surfing
or stand up paddle boarding lessons on the
Pacific Ocean.

Enjoy a private behind-the-scenes tour to some
of the most exclusive areas of San Diego Zoo,
one of the most famous zoos in the world.
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HOT AIR BALLOONS

TORREY PINES GLIDERPORT

BALBOA MUSEUM TOUR

Fly high above the treetops and enjoy
breathtaking coastal scenery. It’s a beautiful,
exhilarating, and peaceful flight, guaranteed to
thrill your special guests.

Soar like a bird above the La Jolla bluffs at
the Torrey Pines Gilderport, the most historic
aviation site in North America with nearly 100
years of flying history.

This urban 1,400-acre park is located in the heart
of San Diego, and is home to seventeen museums,
several theaters and the San Diego Zoo.

AOLANI CATAMARAN CRUISE

WINE TOUR

SEA KAYAKING

Accommodating up to 48 guests, this 58-foot
Catamaran offers the smoothest ride on the
San Diego Bay with spectacular scenery of the
downtown skyline.

Temecula has become renowned for producing
everything from vintage sherry to sparkling
varietals. Sample California’s award-winning
wines at these boutique wineries.

Enjoy a fun-filled day with basic kayak
training by certified instructors, followed by
an adventurous paddling tour of the famous
La Jolla Sea Caves.
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